0. Introduction. In elastic-plastic models for granular material, it is common that the governing partial differential equations become ill-posed as plastic deformations are accumulated. In dynamical formulations, ill-posedness occurs if the governing equations lose their hyperbolicity. Equivalently, ill-posedness occurs if wave speeds become complex. Ill-posedness due to wave speed becoming zero and then pure imaginary has been studied extensively [M, S], It was believed that this type of illposedness is related to the formation of shear bands. In our paper, we shall investigate the case that wave speeds become equal (the equations are not strictly hyperbolic) and then complex with nonzero real part. Following Rice [R], we call it flutter illposedness.
0. Introduction. In elastic-plastic models for granular material, it is common that the governing partial differential equations become ill-posed as plastic deformations are accumulated. In dynamical formulations, ill-posedness occurs if the governing equations lose their hyperbolicity. Equivalently, ill-posedness occurs if wave speeds become complex. Ill-posedness due to wave speed becoming zero and then pure imaginary has been studied extensively [M, S] , It was believed that this type of illposedness is related to the formation of shear bands. In our paper, we shall investigate the case that wave speeds become equal (the equations are not strictly hyperbolic) and then complex with nonzero real part. Following Rice [R] , we call it flutter illposedness.
For two-dimensional models, An and Schaeffer [A, A-S] investigated the same problem. It was found that, even in the simplest of elastic-plastic models, the condition for the onset of flutter ill-posedness-wave speeds being equal-may be reached. By a topological argument, it was shown that a generic perturbation leads to equations with flutter ill-posedness in a neighborhood of a certain hardening modulus. In these papers, a readily applicable criterion for the occurrence of flutter ill-posedness is derived. It is demonstrated that flutter ill-posedness occurs in widely accepted models.
Recently, Loret [L] extended the results to three-dimensional models. It was shown that, whatever the hardening modulus, the dynamical equations of motion are never strictly hyperbolic; that is, in some direction, two wave speeds are always equal. Moreover, for some discrete values of the hardening modulus, the three wave speeds become equal. By algebraic calculation, he showed that, when the flow rule deviates from deviatoric associativity, the governing equations could exhibit flutter ill-posedness in a neighborhood of the discrete values of the hardening modulus.
In our paper, we continue to discuss flutter ill-posedness in three-dimensional models. For the case of three wave speeds being equal, we employ a topological argument, which is different from Loret's approach. By studying the change of topological degree of a certain mapping, we conclude that, generically, deviation from deviatoric associativity in the flow rule leads to equations with flutter ill-posedness in a neighborhood of the discrete values of the hardening modulus. A sufficient condition is given for the occurrence of flutter ill-posedness.
For the case of two wave speeds being equal, we investigate more general perturbations (in fact, deviation from deviatoric associativity alone cannot cause flutter ill-posedness in this case). We show that a small perturbation could lead to equations with flutter ill-posedness over a large range of the hardening modulus. It is demonstrated that nondeviatoric associativity in the flow rule and the rotational terms in the Jaumann rate will cause flutter ill-posedness. In particular, for the yield vertex model, flutter ill-posedness occurs near the direction of coincident transverse wave speeds when the Jaumann rate is used.
Note that, in the latter case, the occurrence of flutter ill-posedness almost does not depend on the value of the hardening modulus. Therefore, flutter ill-posedness is more likely to occur in three-dimensional models than in two-dimensional models.
This paper is divided into four sections. In Sec. 1, the governing equations will be given and the eigenvalue problem formulated. In Sec. 2, the acoustic tensor, derived from the eigenvalue problem, is reduced in a moving coordinate; a preliminary lemma from algebra is given and coincident wave speeds are analyzed. In Sec. 3, we study the case of three coincident wave speeds under deviation from deviatoric associativity in the flow rule. In Sec. 4, we study the case of two coincident transverse wave speeds under general perturbations. where dt = dt + v)d) is the material derivative and the summation convention is employed. In our formulation, compressive stresses are assumed to be positive. To formulate the constitutive relation, we decompose the strain rate tensor into elastic and plastic parts V=V{e) + V(p).
(1.3)
For the elastic part, we assume the linear strain-stress relation,
where C is a fourth-order tensor whose inverse E can be expressed through the shearing modulus G and Poisson's ratio v by Euki = T~Lsu3ki + WW, + W-(1 -5)
To get an objective measure of the rate of change of stress, we use the Jaumann co-rotational rate v,Tij = d,Tij ~ T,kMkj ~ Tjk°hn where wki= 2{dkvi~divk) is the spin tensor. Later on we take the rotational terms in the Jaumann derivative as perturbation terms, since the magnitude of stress T is quite small compared with the shearing modulus G, typically |71/G~0.01.
For the plastic part, we assume that
The derivation of (1.6) is sketched as follows. Firstly, the flow rule gives
where A is a scalar variable and ¥ is a symmetric tensor indicating the direction of plastic deformation. Secondly, differentiating the yield function <f){T,y) = 0 gives
where y is the total shearing strain defined by
and for 3x3 matrices > the deviator and the norm of A are defined as A° = AM|2 = iz,..4.
It follows from (1.7)-(1.9) that HI i
where h = -is the plastic hardening modulus which changes from +oo to 0 as plastic deformations are accumulated, and O = is the normal direction to the yield surface. Finally, substituting (1.10) in (1.7) yields (1.6). For convenience, we normalize and in the sense that pp0! = |oD| = l. In practice, and O might depend on history as well as stress. The parameter ju specifies the angle of internal friction of the material, and /i specifies the amount of dilation. Typically, we assume that 1 > p > ft > 0.
The flow rule satisfies deviatoric associativity if and only if 4*° = . The reader can consult [A] for deriving (1.6) in general cases and a physical description of its terms in greater detail.
Combining (1.3), (1.4), and (1.6), we have vii = (C«H + jVw) v,T*r
Since the fourth-order tensor C is invertible, the above relation can be rewritten (cf. Lemma 1.3 in [A] ) as v,ru = (£w4£s-w*) n,. e n)
where E is given in (1.5) and H is defined as where H > 0, an assumption that holds for a large class of materials. 1.2. The eigenvalue problem. In this subsection, we linearize the equations (1.1), (1.2), and (1.11) first. Then by looking for exponential solutions, we obtain an eigenvalue problem. The square of the wave speed is the eigenvalue of the derived acoustic tensor.
Suppose that p^, v, and r(0) are the homogeneous solutions (see [S] for its existence). We assume that the material undergoes continual loading beyond this uniform deformation. In fact, only accumulated plastic deformations can cause the governing equations to become ill-posed. Now we substitute in which Jijkl comes from the Jaumann derivative JiW = -iaTlk + SjkT" -Sj,Tlk). Now we extract the principal part of the linearized equations and substitute the following form of solution in it: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) where p, v, and t are constants, £ = (<!;,, £2, £3) is a vector in Fourier space, (x • £) is the inner product of x and £, and X e C is to be determined. We obtain the following eigenvalue problem:
Buifii b\22 fil fil Bmfii Bmfii fit "®231 fil B232 fil B233 fil ' Excepting for one zero eigenvalue, the rest of the eigenvalues will be determined from
It is easy to see that Q has three zero eigenvalues, whose eigenvectors are (0, 0, 0, r;)T (i = 1,2,3) where rj e R6 (/ = 1,2,3) form the kernel of L(£).
The remaining six eigenvalues of Q can be found by studying the following matrix jmuvmn = C-13)
Suppose that (1.13) has eigenvalues pi (i = 1, 2, 3) with eigenvectors et (i = 1,2,3). Then Q has eigenvalues ±^/Wi (i -1,2,3) whose corresponding eigenvectors are , i'=l,2,3
(summation convention is not used here). The eigenvalue problem can also be derived in the following way. Substituting (1.12) in the linearized equations, we obtain Pm{). + ivf)(r)ij+(tt,l = 0, (1.14)
(l+iv'X)T:l = Buu(,vk.
(1.15)
To obtain nontrivial solutions v , it is necessary that fi-= (Aj + ivr %r) (j -1,2,3) are eigenvalues of -.
In the engineering literature y£,®,,£/£/) in (1-13) is called the acoustic tensor.
The wave speeds are actually equal to nf /1£|. Since n{ (i = 1,2,3) are homogeneous of degree two in £, the wave speeds depend on the direction of £ but not on the magnitude of £ . Let S2 = {£eR3:|£| = l}.
Then the acoustic tensor is a function of cj; and h , defined on S2 x R+ .
2. Analysis of the acoustic tensor. 2.1. Reduction of the acoustic tensor. To study the eigenvalues of the acoustic tensor, it is convenient to formulate the tensor under a moving coordinate and then to subtract the obtained tensor by a multiple of the identity.
Choose 2.2. Preliminary lemma from algebra. Since the eigenvalues of a matrix A are roots of the characteristic polynomial of A, we shall review some knowledge about the discriminant of a third-order polynomial and the relation between the discriminant and the invariants of A .
For a 3 x 3 matrix A = j atj j , there are three basic invariants: (2) The three eigenvalues of the acoustic tensor are equal if and only if d; is one of the eigenvectors of and the hardening modulus h is equal to one of the following values:
where pi (i = 1,2,3) are eigenvalues of 4*° . In the proof, we shall see that when £ is one of eigenvectors of , the matrix A is diagonal. From Remark 2.1 it follows that we have a natural decomposition into longitudinal and transverse waves. In this event, one eigenvalue corresponds to the longitudinal wave and the remaining two eigenvalues correspond to transverse waves.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. To find out when coincident eigenvalues could occur it is sufficient to see when the discriminant is equal to zero. Without the rotation terms in the Jaumann derivative (terms containing stress T are absent in (2. The proof is complete. According to Lemma 2.4, the facts of 4^ = £Tx¥Dri = 0, *P13 = ^ = 0 imply that £, is one of the eigenvectors of as well as of In this case, the matrix A in (2.3) is diagonal and two transverse wave speeds are equal (two eigenvalues with eigenvectors rj and C are equal). Note that the transverse wave speed is nonzero since we subtract a multiple of the identity. When, in addition to <j; being an eigenvector of , 7~jjbici=0, (2.7)
the longitudinal wave speed is also equal to the transverse wave speed. In this case, the second factor in (2.6) is equal to zero. The equality (2.7) holds when, from (2.4), The proof of Theorem 2.3 is complete. Remark 2.5. From the proof we also see that the equality J2 = 0 corresponds to two coincident transverse wave speeds and that both J2 = 0 and Jl = 0 correspond to three coincident wave speeds.
3. Deviation from deviatoric associativity in the flow rule. 3.1. Statement of results. In this section, we only allow deviation from deviatoric associativity <I>D) and the rotational terms in the Jaumann derivative are excluded. In this case, disc(^) = -4J2).
The value of disc(yl) could become negative only if Jl -4J2 becomes negative. So flutter ill-posedness could occur near hi (i = 1,2,3) given by (2.9) where three wave speeds are equal. This is the case analyzed by Loret [L] , In this section, we shall use a different approach to prove the following conclusion.
Theorem 3.1. Generically, the nondeviatoric associativity in the flow rule will make the discriminant become negative in a neighborhood of the discrete values hl (i = 1,2,3)
given by (2.9). In other words, generically, the nondeviatoric associativity in the flow rule will lead to equations with flutter ill-posedness near hj.
The proof will be given in the next subsection 3.2. In general, under perturbation, 7, -4 J2 could become strictly positive. But our topological arguments show that nondeviatoric associativity in the flow rule cannot perturb jf -4J2 away from zero in the positive direction and, in fact, that such perturbations are likely to even make Jx -4 J2 become negative somewhere. In terms of terminology from the dynamical bifurcation theory, this grazing of the stability boundary is "structurally stable".
For those who may not completely trust generic arguments, we shall give a sufficient condition for the occurrence of flutter ill-posedness in subsection 3.3. We also compare our results with Loret's there. 
\/y\ + yl+y\
For the mapping FH : S2 S2, we define a topological degree [Mi] , deg {Fh,z0)= si%n(dFH\0 y»£FH (z0) where sign(dFH)y is the sign of the Jacobi matrix dFH of the mapping F[{ at y0 . This degree is well defined since it does not depend on the choice of the regular value Intuitively, the degree is like the times of FH(S ) encircling T. If the degree changes as H passes H0, then FH (Hl < HQ) is not homotopic to Fff (H2 > H0) and FH (S2) must intersect P. In the "best case", the image F(S2 x R+) might intersect F only at its vertex y = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) at the origin, in which case the governing equations would exhibit coincident wave speeds at isolated points in parameter space. In fact, this is the case for the flow rule satisfying deviatoric associativity.
For a small deviation from deviatoric associativity, when H is away from the discrete values Hi given in (2.8), the degree does not change at all. So we only carry out calculation of the degree for the case of the flow rule satisfying deviatoric associativity. Suppose that, in the reference coordinate, 4^ is diagonal, Parametrize FH(S2) by z = (sin d' cos(/>', sin 8' sin 0', cos 8') where 0 < d' < n and 0 < < 2n , and parametrize S by £ = (^(cos9 -sin 0 cos 0), ^(cos# + sin 8 cos </>), sin 9 sin <f>) where 0 < 8 < n and 0 < <f> < 2n . In the latter, the singular point of parametrization is moved away from the principal directions of . Under this parametrization, t] -(^= (sin 8 + cos 8 cos (j>), =*= (sin 8 -cos 8 cos 4>), cos 8 sin </>) and C = ^jsin^, cos </>) . Consequently, Similarly, for H2 < H < Hl, we have deg(Fw, z0) = 0, and for H > Hx, we have deg(FH, z0) = 2. Thus, when H passes H{ (i -1,2,3), the degree of the mapping will change. The proof is complete. Generically, nondeviatoric associativity in the flow rule makes the image 2 4-F(S x E ) intersect the interior of T. The discriminant will be negative in a neighborhood of the discrete values of the hardening modulus. The degree of the mapping FH will change as H crosses over the neighborhoods. Therefore, flutter ill-posedness is unavoidable in this case.
2 5 3.3. A sufficient condition. Return to the original mapping Fn : S -► E given by (3.1). We shall give a sufficient condition in terms of the mapping FH, which guarantees the occurrence of flutter ill-posedness. Proposition 3.3. Assume that 5 is the perturbation parameter and 6, <f> are para-2 T T metrization parameters of S . If y Wj>|J=0 > 0, y Ny\{0 ^ h 0) = 0 where N is given in (3.2) and if the rank of the Jacobian of the mapping F given by (3.1) (F also depends on s here) is four, i.e., rank(a(^'^:V3>) V 9(0, 4>, h, s) ) (60,<t>0,h0,0) then flutter ill-posedness occurs near (0O, <j>Q, h0, 0).
where Dn is a 3x3 matrix. Locally, we have the mapping S2 x R+ x R defined by y=DC where r = (6 -60, <j> -<f>Q, h -h0)T . The value of j\ -4J2 is equal to ^jf-yTNy , where From the facts that rank (^n) = 3 and (Dur)T(Dur)-(D2lr)T(D2lr)> 0, it follows that Dn is nonsingular (det(Dn) / 0). When s / 0, we can choose r = D^Dns . Substituting this in (3.5), we have yrNy = -(D21D~'di2 + D22)T(D2lD~lDn + Dn)s2 < 0.
In fact, if D2lD~xlDl-,+D11 = 0 , then rank(Z)) = 3 . This contradicts the assumption. The proof is complete. Now we apply Proposition 3.3 to verify Loret's results [L] . He discussed two cases, the noncoaxial and coaxial case. We claim that the conditions of Proposition 3.3 are satisfied in the noncoaxial case but not in the coaxial case. Suppose that
where A is a symmetric matrix satisfying tr(A) = 0. Then the mapping F : S x R+ x K -+ R5 can be rewritten as
where *Ff,, ^{2 , *F13 are given in (3.3) and An=^TA^, A12 = <^TA//, A,3=<^TAC. We knew from the proof of Theorem 2.3 that ,yT-Wy|J=0 > 0. Also we knew that According to Lemma 2.4, both Ap and A13 are zero if and only if £(0O, <j>0) is an eigenvector of A. In the noncoaxial case, £(0O, <p0) is not an eigenvector of A. In the coaxial case, £(60, </»0) is an eigenvector of A. So rank(Z)) = 4 in the noncoaxial case but not in the coaxial case. The claim is proved.
In fact, the coaxial case is not generic. The dimension of perturbation is restricted to be less than five. As a result, the transition from the state of non-strict hyperbolicity to loss of hyperbolicity is not smooth. Only large deviation could cause flutter illposedness in the coaxial case.
4. The case of two coincident transversal wave speeds. 4.1. Statement of main results. In the three-dimensional case, we knew from Theorem 2.3 that, whatever the hardening modulus is, two transversal wave speeds are equal when £ is near principal directions of . But deviation from deviatoric associativity in the flow rule alone cannot cause flutter ill-posedness in this case, since J3 = det(/l) = 0. More general perturbations need to be considered. Another reason for considering more general perturbations is that the plastic part (1.6) of constitutive law should not be restricted to be of rank one under perturbations. In fact, the plastic part V^ of constitutive law in the yield vertex model [C-H] is not of rank one. In this section, we shall show that flutter ill-posedness could occur under general perturbations in the case of two coincident transverse wave speeds.
Recall that, without perturbations, J2 = 0 when two transverse wave speeds are equal. We can assume that If the condition (4.1) does not hold, then more delicate theory about singularities should be used. We do not go further in this paper.
In the next two subsections 4.2 and 4.3, we shall demonstrate that flutter illposedness occurs near the direction of two coincident transverse wave speeds under specific perturbations.
4.2. Models including the Jaumann rate and a nondeviatorically associative flow rule. We assume that is away from zero. So the longitudinal wave speed cannot be equal to two transversal wave speeds. As was said in the end of subsection 1.1, we take \T\/G as a perturbation parameter. Then we calculate J3 to see whether /3 could be nonzero on the set of (9 , 4>) for which J2(d ,</>) = 0 .
In terms of (2.3) and (2.4), we have is not zero on the set of (9 , 4>) for which (^/12<i)i2 + (^ > 0) = 0 ■ Suppose that 4*° is diagonal in our reference coordinates with eigenvalues p,, p2, p3. We parametrize S2 by £ = (cos 9, sin 9 cos 0, sin 9 sin <j>). Under this parametrization, rj = (-sin 9, cos 9 cos</>, cos 9 sin <j>) and £ = (0, -sin</>, cos</>). Consequently, M* = - Therefore, when (6, </>) is near (00, </>0), (disc(^)) (6, (f>, h) < 0 for h > 4G(1 -2i/) (icjff -*f,(0o, </>0)) (k/z -, 0O)) -2G(3k/z/? + 2).
Here, we just choose a special perturbation. Nevertheless, we believe that the rotational terms in the Jaumann rate and nondeviatoric associativity in the flow rule will lead to equations with flutter ill-posedness near the direction of two coincident transverse speeds in general. 4.3. The yield vertex model. In this model, the plastic part of constitutive law is not of rank one. As shown in [A] , the flow rule essentially satisfies nondeviatoric associativity. In this subsection, we shall show that, when rotational terms in the Jaumann derivative are included, flutter ill-posedness occurs near the direction of two coincident transverse wave speeds.
The plastic part of the constitutive law [S-S] is written as where Vl{f) = Vij-mSij, in which A = V, (jp) » c = |tr(^)> Gp and Gr are plastic moduli (subscripts p and r are mnemonic for "proportional" and "rotating" respectively), and P is the projection operator along the direction of T° , PA = A, jD \ rpD nD, I irfli'
Assume that, compared with the proportional loading, the rotational loading is small, i.e., \PA\ w \A\ and s = is small. Then we obtain Gp i+\a+U^-) i When (fc12i13-£>13'?12)(<71 -<72)(<t2-<t3)(<73 -<7j) / 0, the value of A is not zero for being away from the eigendirection of T. So, in general, /3 / 0.
